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Figure S1. Size distribution of uncoated 8 nm (left) and 13 nm (right) MNPs (Reprinted adapted 

with permission from de la Presa et al., J. Phys Chem 116 (48), pp 25602–25610 (2012). 

Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society.) 

 

 

Figure S2. XRD pattern for the uncoated 8 and 13 nm NPs All diffraction peaks correspond to 

magnetite spinel crystalline phase (#PDF00-039-1346). (Reprinted adapted with permission 

from de la Presa et al., J. Phys Chem 116 (48), pp 25602–25610 (2012). Copyright (2012) 

American Chemical Society.) 
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Figure S3. FTIR spectra of 8 and 13 nm NPs.  

 

 

Figure S4. Results of DTA-TG analysis of: A) 8 nm (blue), APS-8 (green) and OA (red) and B) 13 

nm (blue), APS-13 (green) and OA-13 (red). 
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Figure S5: Magnetization curves at 5 K for OA-13 and APS-13 nm with concentrations 80 and 

20 mg/ml, respectively, and uncoated-13 nm measured at 10 K with 50 mg/ml concentration 

(this last one is a reprint adapted with permission from de la Presa et al., J. Phys Chem 116 

(48), pp 25602–25610 (2012). Copyright (2012) American Chemical Society). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure S6: Heating curves for (A) OA-13 nanoparticles dispersed in hexane and (B) APS-13 

nanoparticles in aqueous colloid under a magnetic field of 200 Oe and 110 kHz. The black 

straight lines represent the fits of the first seconds (∼30 s) after turning the magnetic field on. 

For the sake of clarity, the rest of lines are not shown in the figure.  
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ABSTRACT: The influence of magnetic interactions in assemblies formed by
either aggregated or disaggregated uniform γ-Fe2O3 particles are investigated as
a function of particle size, concentration, and applied field. Hyperthermia and
magnetization measurements are performed in the liquid phase of colloids
consisting of 8 and 13 nm uniform γ-Fe2O3 particles dispersed in water and
hexane. Although hexane allows obtaining the disagglomerated particle system,
aggregation is observed in the case of water colloids. The zero field cooled
(ZFC) curves show a discontinuity in the magnetization values associated with
the melting points of water and hexane. Additionally, for 13 nm γ-Fe2O3
dispersed in hexane, a second magnetization jump is observed that depends on
particle concentration and shifts toward lower temperature by increasing
applied field. This second jump is related to the strength of the magnetic
interactions as it is only present in disagglomerated particle systems with the
largest size, i.e., is not observed for 8 nm superparamagnetic particles, and
surface effects can be discarded. The specific absorption rate (SAR) decreases with increasing concentration only for the hexane
colloid, whereas for aqueous colloids, the SAR is almost independent of particle concentration. Our results suggest that, as a
consequence of the magnetic interactions, the dipolar field acting on large particles increases with concentration, leading to a
decrease of the SAR.

■ INTRODUCTION

The heating efficiency of magnetic nanoparticles under an
alternating magnetic field wakes up the interest of the scientific
community due to their applications in cancer treatments.1−7

The aim of most research is to find biocompatible magnetic
nanoparticles with high specific absorption rate (SAR) values
that can be synthesized in large quantities in an easy, cheap, and
reproducible way.8 However, maximizing the SAR values and
interpreting experimental results is a complex task as the SAR
of magnetic nanoparticles assemblies depends on (i) magnetic
particle properties (size, composition, anisotropy, surface, etc.),
(ii) dispersion media properties (dielectric constant, hydro-
phobicity, and viscosity), and (iii) the combination of both that
determines finally the interactions between particles. Among
the large number of possible parameter variations, most
investigations are devoted on modification of particle
concentration as an attempt for understanding how the
magnetic interactions could affect particle heating efficiency.
Nevertheless, controversial behaviors are found in the
literature.8−13

For an assembly of single domain noninteracting particles,
the heating mechanism is now well understood.14,15 However,

for an assembly of interacting particles, the role of dipolar
interactions on the heating efficiency is still under inves-
tigation.9,10,16−19 Recently, the role of the dipolar interaction in
the SARs has been analyzed by means of the mean-field
model.19 The results point out that the strong influence of the
dipolar interactions has an unpredictable effect; i.e., depending
on system parameters like magnetic anisotropy or applied field,
the SAR could increase as well as decrease. In particular, when
nanoparticles are small enough to clearly have superparamag-
netic behavior, the influence of magnetic interactions is to
increase the effective anisotropy.20 However, when the
magnetic behavior is at the limit of the superparamagnetic to
ferromagnetic regimen, the influence of the interactions is not
so clear and apparently contradictory results are found.8−12

In this work, we discuss the effects of dipolar interactions,
observed through magnetic measurements, on the heating
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efficiency of 8 and 13 nm γ-Fe2O3 particles dispersed in hexane
or water. Particle sizes below and above 10 nm allow the study
of two different magnetic regimes: in the pure super-
paramagnetic regime and in the limit of superparamagnetic-
ferromagnetic behavior. Furthermore, all the particles are
synthesized by the coprecipitation method,8,21 transformed to
maghemite, and subsequently coated to obtain colloidal
suspensions in water (aminopropylsilane coating) and in
hexane (oleic acid coating). In this way, it is ensured that all
the particles produced in a batch have the same structural and
magnetic properties, independently of the dispersion media.
Thus, the differences observed in the magnetic behavior should
arise from surface effects and/or magnetic interactions.
The strength of the interactions is modified by using two

dispersion media as well as by changing the particle
concentration in the colloids. Particles dispersed in hexane
are disaggregated and interparticle distances can be modified by
varying the concentration, and when the dispersion medium is
water, the particles have a clear tendency to form compact
aggregates with constant interparticle distances within the
aggregates. As will be shown, such interactions have a strong
influence on the heating capabilities of the different colloidal
systems.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
1. Synthesis. Maghemite nanoparticles are obtained by

following a modified Massart coprecipitation protocol22 as
reported in ref 8. Briefly, magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles are
synthesized by adding of 425 mL of an aqueous solution of
FeCl3·6H2O (0.09 mol) and FeCl2·4H2O (0.054 mol) to 75
mL of alkaline medium. The particle size can be tuned by the
nature of the alkaline medium, the addition rate, and the aging
time.23 Thus, fast addition rates (40 mL/s) and NH4OH (25%)
as alkaline solutions are used to produce the 8 nm particles.
Slow addition rates (0.2 mL/s) over NH4OH (25%) followed
by a heating process at 90 °C for 3 h are used to synthesize 13
nm particles. After every synthesis the particles are washed
three times with distilled water and collected with the help of a
permanent magnet.
1.1. Acid Treatment. A standard protocol is used to oxidize

magnetite to maghemite (γ-Fe2O3).
21,25 In addition, this

treatment activates the particle surface for further coating
with aminopropylsilane (APS) groups. Briefly, 300 mL of
HNO3 (2 M) is added to 500 mL of the dispersion produced
previously, and the mixture is stirred for 15 min. Then, the
supernatant is removed by magnetic decantation and 75 mL of
Fe(NO3)3 (1 M) and 130 mL of water are added to the
particles. The mixture is heated to boiling temperature and
stirred for 30 min.21,24 The particles are then cooled to room
temperature and, by magnetic decantation, the supernatant is
substituted by 300 mL of HNO3 (2 M) and the solution stirred
for 15 min. Finally the particles are washed three times with
acetone and redispersed in water. A rotary evaporator is used to
remove any acetone waste as well as for concentrating the
sample.
1.2. Aminopropylsilane (APS) Coating. APS coating has

been proposed as an excellent material to stabilize magnetic
nanoparticles at pH 7 and to provide positively charged groups
at the nanoparticle surface that can be used to attach other
biomolecules.25 Surface modification is performed by adding
very slowly (10 μL/s) 1.22 mL (0.005 mol) of (3-
aminopropyl)triethoxysilane (APS) to a mixture of 10 mL of
particles (28 mg Fe2O3/mL) and 10 mL of methanol, keeping

strong stirring for 12 h. After that, methanol is eliminated in the
rotary evaporator, and the rest of the APS is eliminated by
dialysis (samples APS-8 and APS-13).

1.3. Oleic Acid (OA) Coating. Oleic acid is expected to
stabilize the particles in hydrophobic organic media leading to
full particle disaggregation. Surface modification is carried out
by adding 640 mg of oleic acid to a colloid that contains 160
mg of Fe in 32 mL of water, keeping ultrasonic agitation at 70−
80 °C for 1 h. After that, the sample is washed first with H2O
and then with ethanol and finally dried and redispersed in
hexane (samples OA-8 and OA-13).

2. Structural and Colloidal Characterization. The
crystalline structure of the samples before coating is identified
by X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) performed in a Bruker D8
Advance powder diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation. The
patterns are collected between 10° and 70°. The XRD spectra
are indexed to an inverse spinel structure. The average
crystallite size is calculated from the full width at half-maximum
of the (311) diffraction peak by means of the diffraction
computer program (APD) utilities from Phillips. The error in
the crystallite sizes obtained by use of the Scherrer’s equation is
±0.1 nm, which is related to the instrumental line broadening
(Δ2θ = 0.11°).
Particle size and shape are determined by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) and high resolution electron
microscopy (HRTEM). The mean particle size and distribution
are evaluated by measuring the largest internal dimension of at
least 100 particles. Afterward, data are fitted to a log-normal or
Gaussian distribution to obtain the mean size and standard
deviation (σ), which is considered to be representative of the
absolute error of the measurement.
Fourier transform infrared spectra (FTIR) are recorded

between 4000 and 400 cm−1 in a Bruker IFS 66 V-S
spectrometer. Samples are prepared by dilution of iron oxide
powder (2 wt %) in KBr and compressing the mixture into a
pellet. Simultaneous thermogravimetric (TG) analysis and
differential thermal analysis (DTA) are performed on a Seiko
TG/DTA 320U thermobalance. Samples are heated from room
temperature to 900 °C at 10 °C/min under an air flow of 100
mL/min.
Colloidal properties of the samples are studied in a Zetasizer

Nano S, from Malvern Instruments. The hydrodynamic size of
the particles in suspension is measured by dynamic light
scattering (DLS) in intensity (Z-average) and in number.
Larger aggregates have a contribution to the hydrodynamic size
obtained from intensity data larger than in the case of the
hydrodynamic size calculated in number. Each hydrodynamic
value is the result of three different measurements at different
dilutions to avoid errors coming from backscattering and using
the scattering index for the solvent where the particles are
dispersed, water or hexane.
The Fe concentration is measured with an inductively

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometer (ICP-OES)
PerkinElmer Optima 2100 DV. For this purpose samples are
digested with nitric acid to oxidize the organic coating and then
with hydrochloric acid to dissolve the particles.

3. Magnetic Characterization. The magnetic character-
ization is performed in a SQUID magnetometer Quantum
Design MPMS-5S. Samples consisted on 50 μL of iron oxide
suspension at different concentrations (2.5, 5, 10, 20, 50, and
80 mg/mL), introduced in special closed sample holders.
Magnetization curves with a maximum applied field of 50 kOe
have been measured at 5 and 250 K. Thermal dependence of
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the magnetization under zero field cooled (ZFC) and field
cooled (FC) conditions, from 5 to 300 K, has been measured
by applying 50, 100, and 150 Oe magnetic fields. Diamagnetic
contribution from water/hexane is subtracted from the
experimental data.
4. Heating Efficiency. Heating capacities of nanoparticles

are measured with the commercial system Magnetherm 1.5
(Nanotherics). The mean magnetic field inside the coil is
measured with a two turns secondary coil with a cross-sectional
value close to that of the sample holder (6.2 mm diameter). A
half-length of the sample is made to coincide with the
maximum value of the magnetic field. The volume sample is
1 mL. The temperatures of the coils are controlled through a
closed circuit of water maintained at 16 °C with a cryostat bath.
The temperature of the colloids is measured with a

fiberoptical thermometer and registered with a computer.
Prior to turning the magnetic field on, the sample temperature
is recorded for about 30 s to ensure thermal stability and to
have a baseline for the calculation of the SAR. As the field is

turned on, the temperature increase is measured either during
300 s or up to 80 °C for aqueous colloids and 40 °C for hexane
colloids, well below the corresponding boiling temperatures
100 and 69 °C, respectively. By performing a linear fit of data
(temperature versus time) in the initial time interval, we can
obtain the slope ΔT/Δt. As the measurements are performed
in nonadiabatic conditions, the curve slopes ΔT/Δt are fitted
only in the first few seconds after turning the magnetic field on.
The time range is selected such as the slope is maximum,
typically during the first 30 s.26

As the Fe concentrations are in the range 1−10 wt %, the
SAR values can be calculated as SAR = (Cliq/cFe)(ΔT/Δt),
where Cliq is the specific heat capacity of water (4.185 J/(g K))
or hexane (2.28 J/(g K)) and cFe is the Fe weight concentration
in the colloid.27 Then, the SAR values are obtained by fitting
the experimental heating curves and normalizing to the iron
mass (W/gFe).
The SAR values of systems consisted of 8 and 13 nm

particles coated with OA and APS are measured as a function of

Figure 1. TEM micrographs of 8 nm γ-Fe2O3 coated with (A) APS and (B) OA and 13 nm γ-Fe2O3 coated with (C) APS and (D) OA.

Table 1. Experimental Results on Mean Particle Sizes Obtained by TEM and XRD and Hydrodynamic Size (Dh) and Mean
Number at pH 7 before and after APS and OA Particle Coating As Characterized by DLS

hydrodynamic size (nm)

uncoated (water) APS-coated (water) OA-coated (hexane)

sample TEM (nm) XRD (nm) Z-averagea mean number Z-average mean number Z-average mean number

8 8.3 (0.2) 7.9 47 (0.20) 33 54 (0.15) 37 14 (0.17) 9.5
13 12.7 (0.2) 12.3 60 (0.18) 34 76 (0.13) 40 22 (0.10) 15

aPolydispersity degree (standard deviation/mean size) is included in parentheses.
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iron concentration (cFe) at H = 200 Oe and f = 110 kHz. By
starting with the highest concentrated sample, we performed
subsequent measurements by diluting the samples in
consecutive steps with milli-Q water for aqueous colloid and
hexane for organic colloid and sonicating for several minutes.
The concentrations used for hyperthermia measurements are

cFe = 20, 10, 7.5, 5, and 2.5 mg/mL. It should be mentioned
that in the case of APS-coated nanoparticles, it has not been
possible to obtain long time stable aqueous colloid for
concentration larger than 20 mg/mL. For the maximum iron
concentration, 20 mg/mL, the weight concentration is 2% wt;
then, it is assumed that the heat capacity of the colloid is close
to the heat capacity of the liquid carrier for all measurements.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Structural and Colloidal Properties. Average particle

size of uncoated nanoparticles are determined from TEM
micrographs, as those shown in Figure 1, and the values are in
agreement with those obtained from XRD diffractograms (see
Table 1 and Figures S1 and S2 from the Supporting
Information). All diffraction peaks correspond to maghemite
spinel crystalline phase (#PDF00-039-1346). Diffraction peaks
become broader as the nanoparticle size decreases from 13 to 8
nm, as expected.
For improving uniformity, crystallinity, and colloidal stability,

the particles are subjected to an acid treatment. This allows a
reduction of particle size distribution from 30% to 20% by
dissolution of the smallest particles and by recrystallization of
the largest ones, leading to highly crystalline particles with
improved magnetic properties.8,21 Hydrodynamic sizes of these
uncoated particles at pH 7 are 47 and 60 nm for 8 and 13 nm
particles, respectively.
The hydrodynamic size is only slightly altered by APS-

coating (54 and 76 nm for 8 and 13 nm particles), whereas OA-
coating is really effective in dispersing the particles reducing
consequently the hydrodynamic sizes (14 and 22 nm for 8 and
13 nm) (Figure 2). It should be mentioned that hydrodynamic
sizes in number for OA-coated samples (9.5 and 15 nm) fit to
the TEM mean particle size plus the oleic acid chain length (1−
2 nm) within the error. It can be concluded that although APS-
coated particles form aggregates of different sizes stable in
water, OA-coating disaggregates the nanoparticles leading to
nearly individual particles stable in organic media (hexane).
Table 1 summarizes the experimental results on particle sizes as
well as the hydrodynamic sizes measured in water and hexane.
In the light of the FTIR and thermogravimetric results, APS

and OA are strongly bonded to the particle surface (see Figures

S3 and S4 in the Supporting Information). In addition to the
bands between 700 and 400 cm−1, which are attributable to
maghemite, it is possible to observe a band for APS-coated
particles at around 1000 cm−1 and a shoulder at 2930 cm−1,
which clearly correspond to the silanol groups at the particle
surface of the APS-coated samples. OA-coated particles show
characteristic IR bands that allow identification of the coating:
2928−2830 cm−1, 1713 and 1457 cm−1. Thermogravimetrical
analysis also confirms the success of the coatings. A clear weight
loss at 300−400 °C can be related to organic coating loss, being
much more pronounced in the case of particles coated with OA
(35%), due to its combustion, and the content of APS
decreases only around 2−5% (see Figure S4A,B in the
Supporting Information). These results support the idea that
OA is able to coat individual particles, whereas APS coats
particle clusters.

2. Magnetic Properties. 2.1. Magnetization Curves. At
low temperature, the hysteresis loops of the 8 and 13 nm OA-
and APS-coated nanoparticles dispersed in hexane and water
are close to that observed for uncoated nanoparticles (Figure
S5, Supporting Information). Thus, it can be concluded that the
coating processes do not affect the intrinsic magnetic properties
of the particles.
Moreover, neither remanence (Mr/Ms ∼ 0.33) nor coercive

field change with concentration (see Figure 3), contrary to that
expected for an interacting particle system. To understand this
apparent contradiction, we should look at the nanoparticle
packing fraction, defined as the total volume occupied by the
nanoparticles divided by the volume in which the nanoparticles

Figure 2. Hydrodynamic sizes of 8 and 13 nm uncoated (blue) and APS-coated (green) nanoparticles dispersed in water and of OA-coated (red)
nanoparticles dispersed in hexane. Note the logarithmic scale.

Figure 3. Hysteresis loops at 5 K of OA-13 dispersed in hexane at
different concentrations. Diamagnetic contribution from hexane is
extracted before normalization.
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are distributed. Then, the packing fraction runs from 0.10 to
0.30% when the particle concentration increases from 2.5 to 10
mg/mL. These values are indeed very small and it is known
that, in the case of a system with large anisotropy values,
remanence, coercive field, and blocking temperature are not
significantly affected by dipolar interactions when packing
fraction is below 1%.28,29

2.2. ZFC−FC in Aqueous Colloid. ZFC−FC curves of
aqueous colloid measured up to 300 K show the effect of
melting water (Figure 4). A jump in magnetization is observed
as the temperature increases from 270 to 280 K that
corresponds to the temperature transition between solid and
liquid water.

As the ice melts (Tm
w = 273 K), the particles are free for

rotating into the field direction, which gives rise to the observed
magnetization jump. The observation of magnetization jump at
melting temperature has been already reported for magnetic
colloids in organic and aqueous media.30,31

2.3. ZFC−FC in Hexane Colloid. In the case of OA samples,
a similar transition to that of the APS-13 aqueous colloid (in
which the magnetization exhibits a discontinuous increase) is
observed in ZFC curves at around Tm

H = 180 K, visible in both
OA-13 and OA-8 nanoparticles. Additionally, 13 nm colloids
exhibit a second transition temperature, Tint, above 200 K
(Figures 5 and 6).
The first transition takes place at around the hexane melting

point, Tm
H = 178 K; therefore, it can be associated with the

liquid−solid phase transition of hexane, which allows the
rotation of the particles into the field direction similar to that
observed in aqueous colloids. For OA-8 nanoparticles having a
blocking temperature around TB = 70 K as a maximum
observed in the ZFC curve, i.e., well below the melting
temperature, the jump is due to the existence of a small fraction
of particles that are still blocked inside the solid matrix. As the
hexane melts, these particles are free to align with the field,
which induces a sudden magnetization increase. It is worth
noting that the magnetization increase at Tm

H is smaller for the
OA-8 particles than for the OA-13 nanoparticles, supporting
the statement that this increase is due to the physical rotation
of nanoparticles as the hexane melts.
From Figures 5−7, it can be seen that, for concentrations

smaller than 20 mg/mL, the melting temperature does not
depend on the particle size, concentration, or applied field. At a
very high particle concentration, the sample viscosity increases

and the Tm
H jump is not observed, as the colloid has become

bitumen with different properties from those of a colloid.31

The second transition temperature (Tint) observed in the
ZFC−FC curves takes place at around 230 K for sample OA-
13, and it is missed for OA-8. This magnetization jump depends
on nanoparticle concentration as well as on applied field (see
Figures 6 and 7):

i. NPs Concentration. There is no evidence of a second
jump at low concentration, cFe = 2.5 mg/mL, and the jump
shifts to higher temperatures (220−240 K) and becomes
sharper with increasing concentration (cFe = 5−80 mg/mL).

ii. Applied Field. At 10 mg/mL, Tint gets smoother and shifts
to lower temperatures with increasing magnetic field from 50 to
150 Oe, as can be seen from the derivative (Figure 7). For
larger concentrations 80 mg/mL, Tint does not depend on the
applied field.
Given that the Tint transition is not observed for the smallest

nanoparticles, the surface effects, such as surfactant bonds, C−
H dissociation of solvent molecules, viscosity inhomogeneity,
or any other cause related to solvent or surfactant, can be
discarded as causing the transition. It seems reasonable to think
that such a transition should be more evident in the small
particles due to their larger specific surface; this is not the case.
Moreover, the fact that the transition temperature is affected by
the applied field as well as by concentration and that this is only
observed in a disaggregated particle system suggests that the
dipolar interactions are in the origin of such effect.
The hydrodynamic sizes of OA-13 and OA-8 nanoparticles

reflect the presence of individually-coated nanoparticles, i.e., the
particles are disaggregated, and dilution increases the distance
between particles. Therefore, the magnetic interactions vary
with concentration and impact the magnetic properties. As can

Figure 4. ZFC−FC curves of APS-13 aqueous colloid at cFe = 20 mg/
mL. The sudden increase in magnetization occurs between 270 and
280 K. The applied field is 100 Oe.

Figure 5. ZFC−FC measurements of OA-8 dispersed in hexane at 5
mg/mL (blue circles), 10 mg/mL (red circles), and 20 mg/mL (green
circles) (left panel) and their corresponding derivatives (right panel).
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be seen from Figure 6, the transition is absent for very low
concentrations, cFe = 2.5 mg/mL, whereas the magnetization
jump increases with increasing concentration, i.e., decreasing
particle distances, which confirms that this transition is mainly
originated by the magnetic interactions.

Once the melting point of hexane is reached, the particles,
which were embedded in a solid matrix with their easy axis
pointing randomly, become unfrozen and are able to rotate into
the field direction. However, when the applied magnetic field is
smaller than the dipolar magnetic field acting on the particles,
the minimization of the dipolar energy promotes the alignment
parallel and antiparallel to the field direction. In the liquid
phase, at temperatures between Tm

H and Tint, particles are free
to rotate and align parallel and antiparallel to the field due to
the dipolar interactions; above Tint, the energy barrier of the
interactions is overcome by the thermal energy and all particle
moments align with the applied field (see Figure 8). This is in
agreement with the formation of nanoparticle chains or
columns under application of ac magnetic field, which has
been observed for other ferrofluids.17,32−37

Figure 6. ZFC−FC curves at cFe = 2.5 mg/mL (blue circles), 5 mg/
mL (red circles), 10 mg/mL (green circles), and 80 mg/mL (black
circles) of OA-13 dispersed in hexane (left panel) and the
corresponding ZFC curves derivatives (right panel). The ZFC−FC
curves are measured at 100 Oe.

Figure 7. ZFC−FC curves at H = 50 (blue circles), 100 (red circles), and 150 Oe (green circles) of OA-13 dispersed in hexane at 10 mg/mL (A)
and 80 mg/mL (B) and the corresponding ZFC curve derivatives (C,D).

Figure 8. Scheme of magnetic moment orientation in ZFC curve for
the OA-13 nanoparticles dispersed in hexane. (i) For T < Tm

H, the
moments are randomly oriented in a solid matrix. (ii) For Tm

H < T <
Tint, the particles are free to rotate and align parallel and antiparallel to
the magnetic field due to the interactions. (iii) For T > Tint, the energy
barrier is overcome by the thermal energy and all particle moments
align toward the applied field.
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By calculating the thermal energy of the reversal process at
Tint ∼ 230 K, Eint = kBT ≈ 3.2 × 10−14 erg, and comparing it
with a rough estimation of the energy of a magnetic
nanoparticle with a mean size d = 12.6 nm placed in an
external magnetic field Ha = 150 Oe, MsVHa ≈ 1.3 × 10−14 erg,
we observed that both energies are comparable. Thus, the
energy needed to overcome the interparticle interactions is
given either by the temperature (∼230 K) or by the applied
field (Ha > 150 Oe). According to these results, the dipolar field
is around 150 Oe for cFe = 10 mg/mL and increases with
concentration.
At this point a question arises: If the origin of such an effect

is the dipolar interaction, why is it not observed in the OA-8
particles? The OA-8 particles exhibit a blocking temperature of
around 70 K; thus, at temperatures above the hexane melting
point, the thermal fluctuations are able to overcome the
anisotropy barrier. In consequence, the magnetization of the
particles is fluctuating and the dipolar field created by them also
fluctuates, averaging to zero.
3. Heating Efficiency. One important issue limiting the

application of the magnetic hyperthermia is the characteristics
of the magnetic field required to produce the heating, which
should be within the range approved for human use to avoid
exceeding the discomfort factor limit H0 f < 5 × 109 A·m−1·
s−1.2,38,39 In this work, the product of applied field frequency
and amplitude satisfies this condition.
Table 2 shows the results of fitting the heating curves shown

in Figure 9, i.e., the slope ΔT/Δt and the calculated SAR values

for each sample at a given concentration; Figure S6 in the
Supporting Information shows an example of the time range
used for the linear fit. As can be seen from Figure 9, ΔT
increases with increasing iron concentration (Figure 9A,B) and,
additionally, for the same iron concentration, ΔT increases
faster for hexane colloids than for aqueous colloids due to the
smaller heat capacity of hexane (Chex = 2.28 J/(g K), Cwater =
4.18 J/(g K)) (compare panels A and B of Figure 9). Given that
the SAR is normalized to the different media heat capacities, it
should be independent of the colloid media. However, the SAR
in aqueous colloids is almost concentration independent
whereas the SAR in hexane decreases noticeably as
concentration increases; at 5 mg/mL the SAR in hexane is 95
W/g, 71% higher than the SAR in an aqueous colloid (56 W/
g), and both values tend to approach each other with increasing
concentration (see Table 2 and Figure 10).

As the particles in hexane and water are produced in the
same batch and the coating does not bear significantly on the
magnetic properties, the interactions between particles seems to
be responsible for the different heating efficiencies in OA- and
APS-coated particles. In the case of APS-coated nanoparticles,
the magnetic interactions between nanoparticles inside a cluster
should not vary with particle concentration given that the SAR
values are almost concentration independent (see Figure 10).
In the case of OA-coated nanoparticles, the SAR decreases as
the concentration rises. This result suggests that the
interactions make the effective field acting on a particle drop
off and go to a minimum at high concentrations, leading to
similar low SAR values for all samples.
The aggregate state plays a fundamental role in the

understanding of magnetic interactions taking place in a
magnetic colloid. Thus, samples APS-8 and APS-13 are formed
by the clusters composed of around 50−200 particles as
indicated by the hydrodynamic radius values, whose aggrega-
tion state is determined by the synthesis. The subsequent
dilution and sonication of the aqueous colloid cannot separate

Table 2. Results of the Fits of the Heating Curves: Particles,
Liquid Heating Capacity (Cliq), Iron Concentration, Average
Slope Values ΔT/Δt, and Calculated SAR Values

particles
Cliq

[(J/(g K)]
concentration
(g Fe/mL)

ΔT/Δt
(K/s)

SAR
(W/g)

13 nm OA (in
hexane)

2.28 0.020 0.53(3)a 61(3)

0.010 0.34(3) 78(3)
0.005 0.21(1) 95(5)
0.0025 0.10(1) 96(7)

13 nm APS (in
water)

4.18 0.020 0.25(2) 51(3)

0.010 0.13(1) 54(3)
0.0075 0.10(1) 56(4)
0.005 0.07(1) 58(5)

aAverage error is included in parentheses.

Figure 9. Temperature increases for 13 nm nanoparticles at different
concentrations for (A) OA-coated dispersed in hexane and (B) APS-
coated dispersed in water. The concentrations are 2.5 mg/mL (black
circle), 5 mg/mL (red circles), 7.5 mg/mL (light blue circles), 10 mg/
mL (blue circles), and 20 mg/mL (green circles). The applied field is f
= 110 kHz and H0 = 200 Oe. The arrows indicate the instant the
magnetic field is turned on.

Figure 10. SAR dependence on iron concentration at H0 = 200 Oe
and f = 110 kHz for APS-13 (blue circles) and OA-13 (red circles)
nanoparticles dispersed in water and hexane, respectively.
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the particles inside the cluster but increase intercluster
distances. Therefore, the magnetic interaction between nano-
particles inside the clusters should remain almost constant
independent of particle concentration and, consequently, SAR
values should not vary with concentration, as observed in
Figure 10.

■ CONCLUSIONS
Hexane and water colloids of 8 and 13 nm maghemite
nanoparticles have been obtained. Water colloids are formed by
clusters of 50−200 nanoparticles whereas the use of hexane
media leads to dispersed nanoparticles. Thermal dependence of
the magnetization exhibits magnetization jumps that are related
to the melting points of colloidal media as well as to the dipolar
interactions among nanoparticles. The latter can be tuned by
means of the colloidal media, particle size, and particle
concentration in the colloid and the applied field. Hexane
colloids formed by dispersed OA-13 nanoparticles exhibit a
clear magnetization jump at temperatures above the melting
point of hexane that is not observed for superparamagnetic OA-
8 particles. This magnetization discontinuity appears for
concentrations higher than 5 mg/mL and shifts toward lower
temperatures with increasing applied field up to 150 Oe,
indicating that dipolar interactions are on the origin of such
behavior. The possible particle moment configuration is
proposed as follows: (i) For T < Tm, the moments are
randomly oriented in a solid matrix. (ii) For Tm < T < Tint, the
particles are free to rotate in the liquid media. Not all particles
rotate into the field direction due to the role played by the
dipolar interaction. (iii) For T > Tint, the energy barrier due to
the interactions is overcome by the thermal energy and all
particle moments align toward the applied field. According to
this, a maximum in the SAR would be expected at temperatures
around Tint. For OA-8 particles, the dipolar field fluctuates and
averages to 0; thus no transition associated with dipolar
interaction is observed.
Additionally, it is observed that SAR values decrease when

going from a noninteracting to an interacting system by
increasing concentration. On the one hand, the increasing
strength of the dipolar interaction promotes that the effective
field acting on the particles decreases, thus being less effective
for heating purposes. On the other hand, for the particles in an
aqueous colloid the magnetic interactions are independent of
the particle concentration; consequently, the SAR is constant
with concentration.
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